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Abstract. Careful calculations using classical field theory show that if a macroscopic ball with 
uniform surface charge (say, a billiard ball with lE6 excess electrons) is released near the surface 
of the earth, it will almost instantaneously accelerate to relativistic speed and blow a hole in 
the ground. This absurd prediction is just the macroscopic version of the self-force problem for 
charged particles [l]. Furthermore, if one attempts to develop from electromagnetism a parallel 
theory for gravitation [2], the result is the same, self-acceleration. 
The basis of the new theory is a measure of energy density for any wave equation [3-51. 
Given any solution of any four-vector wave equation in spacetime (for example, the potentials 
(c-‘&A) = (A”,A’,A2,A3) in 1 t e ec romagnetism), one can form the 16 first order partial 
derivatives of the vector components, with respect to the time and space variables (ct,z) = 
(IO, xl, x2 ,z3). The sum of the squares of the 16 terms is a natural energy function [6, p. 2831 
(satisfying a conservation law g = -V . S). Such energy functions are routinely utilized 
by mathematicians as Lyapunov functions in the theory of stability of waves with boundary 
conditions. A Lagrangian using this sum leads to a new energy tensor for electromagnetic and 
gravitational fields, an alternative to that in [7]. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PARADOXES 
Aside from the self-force problem, we shall consider four paradoxes. First, the universe 
appears to be filled with 2.7’ K black body radiation, approximately the same temperature 
in all directions (see [8, pp. 348-3501 for a general discussion). Minkowski postulated in 1908 
that space and time are only distinguished when one chooses an inertial coordinate system 
and there is no one such system preferred by nature. The Michelson-Morley experiment 
shows this is so for aboard light sources and mirrors. However, a spaceship moving at .5 c 
past our solar system would observe higher temperature ahead (our definition of ahead) and 
lower temperature behind. Thus, it is crucial to distinguish between aboard and ambient 
radiation. This paper hinges on a Lagrangian which describes ambient radiation. As a linear 
combination of energy densities, the Lagrangian should and does depend upon the inertial 
frame of an observer. The background radiation seems to establish a preferred coordinate 
system, with respect to which the earth is approximately at rest. Thus, we use the structure 
group 0(1)X0(3), not the full Lorentz group or the even larger lbparameter conformal 
group [9, p. 1041. 
Second, the Einstein field equation [7] is said to prescribe the force of gravity in terms of 
geodesics of a metric gfiV solving R,, - .5Rg,, = IET~” where R,, is the curvature tensor 
and Tpy is an energy tensor built with the density, pressure, and velocity of matter. This 
tensor Tcly was philosophically inspired by the description of simplified fluid dynamics in 
terms of four unknowns (density and velocity) and four conservation equations (mass and 
momentum). Pressure is determined by an “equation of state” [lo, p. 2771. Amazingly 
enough, all experimental tests [8, p. 1491 of the Einstein specification of T,,” are based on 
the Schwarzschild metric [lo, p. 3011, for which Tpy = 0. Furthermore, as explained in Majda 
[ll, pp. 3-41, classical fluid dynamics is “5 x 5,” using five unknowns (including pressure) 
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and five conservation equations (including conservation of energy). Now the Einstein field 
equation should imply: given an energy tensor and a metric satisfying the field equation, the 
geodesics of that metric should be the motions of masses and light (null geodesics). However, 
outside a point mass (where supposedly energy density is zero) the Galilean metric gives a left 
side of zero just as well as the Schwarzschild metric. If the energy tensor in a vacuum outside 
a large central mass is zero, how does one know which metric, Galilean or Schwarzschild, is 
appropriate? The theory put forward in this paper avoids this ambiguity by deriving a new 
energy tensor with nonzero values outside a central static mass and a unique solution of the 
associated field equation. 
Third, a mass with charge supposedly accelerates if and only if it radiates [9, p. 1121. 
Surely a charged body at rest on the surface of a static earth would not radiate electro- 
magnetically. But surely the same charged body on a rocket accelerating at 9.8ms-2 would 
radiate electromagnetically. This contradicts the “principle of equivalence.” 
Fourth, electromagnetic radiation is supposedly a form of energy, as is matter. Using the 
energy tensor of Einstein leads to nonzero scalar curvature R in the presence of matter. But 
radiation, no matter how dense, cannot contribute to scalar curvature [lo, p. 2771. Einstein 
himself was perplexed by this; he proposed in his 1919 paper [12, pp. 192-1941 changing the 
Einstein field equation from R,, - .5Rg,, = tcTpV to R,, - .25Rg,, = IcT~“. (Contraction 
leads to 0 = 0 as opposed to 2R = 0.) By contrast, the alternative energy tensor implies 
both electromagnetic and gravitational fields contribute to R. 
2. ELECTROMAGNETISM 
This section summarizes the theory developed in [3-51. We use the Liknard-Wiechart 
potentials as components of the Lorentz-invariant 4-vector (~~‘4, A) = (A’, A’, A’, A3) [lo, 
pp. 160-1631. 0 ne then gets $$ = -c2V . A automatically, amounting to a “choice of 
guage.” Thus, the fundamental equations for electromagnetic radiation are $$ = -c2V * A, 
3 = c2V24, and $$ = c2V2A. The new energy density u is 
1 
u= 
2 dA” bPr tIA6 - - 
-‘OC 8x0 2 ax7 660, 
where PP and 6,~ are the Kronecker symbols (tensors with respect to our structure group) 
and repeated indices in one expression are summed (Greek = 0,1,2,3; Latin = 1,2,3). The 
associated power flux S satisfying $$ = -V . S is 
aA" aA" sj = -&oC2 G d+‘. 
All this sets the stage for the energy-momentum tensor Tpy in curvilinear spacetime with 
metric gap (as opposed to Galilean spacetime) derived from a Lagrangian L and having as 
its first row (u, c- ‘S) . As in [lo], the signature of g is taken to be (+, -, -, -). We use the 
Lagrangian from [5] 
1 
L= --SE”” 
2 bA” 
J-$# ax1 dA”&j 6a. 
We apply the variational development in [lo, pp. 77-80, pp. 270-2741 to a new action integral 
where g = det(g,,). 
linear spacetime by 
1 
-/L&dx”dx1dx2dx3, 
C 
Thus, we may define an associated energy-momentum tensor in curvi- 
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(We use the opposite sign of that in [lo].) Th us, in curvilinear coordinates 
The reasoning in [lo, p. 272 ] can be used to show Tj!+ = 0. 
The Einstein field equation states that the curvature tensor R,, is proportional to the 
tensor Tpy - .5Tg,,; the trace of this tensor is -2L, proportional to scalar curvature R. 
Thus, radiation can contribute to scalar curvature. 
Around an isolated static point of charge Q the value of A0 is Q(4a~c)-ir-‘, while all 
A’ = 0. Thus, s = -Q(47r~~)--‘z’r--~ and (using T = [(xl)” + (z”)~ + (z”)~].“) the value 
of T,,y - .5Tg,, may be written 
00 0 0 
&OC2 - 
( 
Q 2 1 
) i 
0 id11 x1x2 x1x3 
4nacc F 0 22x1 12x2 12x3 
1 
. 
0 x3x1 x3x2 x3x3 
3. GRAVITATION 
It appears that gravitation can be developed much in parallel with the above development 
of electromagnetism. Our viewpoint is that every point in space is either inside a particle 
(a region not in the realm of classical physics) or outside a particle, that is, in a vacuum. 
We postulate that gravity can be represented by a four-dimensional potential vector field 
(C”,C’,C2,C3) = (c-‘$,C). Furthermore, C gives rise to a force equation analogous to 
the Lorentz force equation complete with force fields F and H analogous to the electric and 
magnetic force fields. For a particle having rest mass mc moving with constant nonrelativistic 
speed (v,O,O), F and H are 
2 F E -[Gm,,] IRI-3 [l - 2, c -“1(x1 - vr, x2,x3), 
H E -[Gmc] IRI-3v~-2 [l - v~c-~](O, -x3, x2), 
where G is the gravitational constant 6.6723 - 11 Nm2kge2. If the mass is static, then F is 
just the familiar Newtonian specific force field (in Nkg-‘) and H vanishes. (Note the “-” 
in F and H due to the attraction of all mass.) 
These force fields come from a line of reasoning completely analogous to that in [5]. The 
foundation of this approach is the analog of the LiCnard-Wiechart four-vector, namely 
11, = [Gmo] {[IRI - c-‘v(r) . R]-l}retar~ed, 
C = [Grno~-~] {v[IRI - c%(t) . R]-l}retarciea+ 
Thus, K = 0 and s = V2Cp. Just as q is a Lorentz invariant scalar, so is m,-,; hence, 
the invariant properties of (c-id, A) carry over to (c-‘$J, C). The energy density and power 
flux for gravity follow just as with electromagnetic potentials. 
We can give a new gravitational energy tensor Ttiy (in JmT3) from a Lagrangian L given 
1 c2 dC” 
L=-___ 
2 G dxfi 
gPY dc6 606 
dir . 
In curvilinear coordinates, we have 
T 
c2 dc+ 
i 
X7 
fi” = E axp - b7 G + Lg,, . 
Around an isolated static point of mass M, the value of Co is GMc-‘r-r, while all C’ = 0. 
Thus, $$ = -GMc-‘x’~-~ and the value of Tpy - .5Tgpy is 
00 0 0 
GM2$ 
i 
0 x1x1 xix2 21x3 
0 x2x1 x2x2 x2x3 . 
0 x3x1 x3x2 x3x3 1 
This establishes nonzero values for Tpy - .5Tg,, outside a static mass, contradicting [13, 
p. 4671. 
ML 4:6-b 
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4. SOLVING THE FIELD EQUATION 
We now consider radially symmetric, time dependent solutions of the field equation R,, = 
n[qN - .5Tg,,] using the alternative energy tensor and having the form: go0 = exp[v(r, t)]; 
gii = - exp[A(r,t)]; and all other gap = 0 . (Here Y and X are dimensionless functions.) 
Symbolic manipulation shows 
Roe = a exp[-X + V] X’Y’ + Y’~ + 2~” + 4 G 1 + a [Xti - i2 - Zi;], &ic_~$ + ;xJ; 
I&i= iexp[-V+y[3i?-tii+2i]+i$ 
-2X” _ 6 x _ 2 y’ _ A’,,’ _ A’” 
r r 1 
-2(X” 
X’ + u’ 
+ Y”) + 2 - + (X’ + Y’)2 - 2Yf2 
r J 
(i # ~3, 
[ 
-2(X” 
X’ + V’ 
+ Y”) + 2 - 
r 
+ (Y + V’)2 - 2V’2 1 
1 
where . and ’ denote differentiation with respect to ct = z” and r. The field equation implies 
each R,, satisfies 
R,, = K ; g c$, dzy . 
{ 
&z-f 
1 
It can be shown that there is no solution with X and Y dependent upon ct only, in contrast 
to [lo, pp. 358-3681. An isotropic universe with only mass and gravity would be static. 
On the other hand, with X and Y dependent upon r only, another calculation shows that 
satisfying the field equation requires go0 = exp(-kr-‘) and gii = -exp(kr-‘), where k 
is a constant and b2 = -2r;GM2 . Thus, K must be negative, again in contrast to the 
conventional theory. 
5. GEODESICS 
It is possible to specify k and K by considering geodesics of gPV. The geodesic equation 
[lo, p. 2451 is 
d2Xa dxfl dxr --z-p --. 
ds2 L+I ds ds 
Using the above metric leads to g = C1 exp(kr-‘) on a geodesic where Ci is a constant 
number. Also 
__ 
d2xi kxi 
ds2 =T 
Now if r >> IL1 and speeds are nonrelativistic so xc Y cdt , then Cr zz 1 and 
. d2x” c2kxi 
2-=--m 
dt2 29 
as a nonrelativistic limit with rest inertial mass i and rest gravitational mass m. Thus, 
around a central static body with mass M, k = 2GMcv2im-‘. From k2 = -~IcGM’ we 
deduce K = -2GcS4m2iS2. 
Let us now consider constants of motion on geodesics. For the Newtonian approximation, 
d2xi GMx’ 
y$= 
-- 
r3 
it can be shown that 
1 
-i 
2 
GM 
--m 
r 
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is a constant with respect to t. For the alternative metric geodesic equations 
dx” 
- = Cl exp [kr- ‘1 
ds 
it can be shown that 
+ f exp [-kr-‘1 
is a constant with respect to s. A Taylor expansion of this constant shows a deviation from 
Keplerian motion of a test particle about a central mass, namely we have as a constant 
1 
-i 
GM 
2 
+ii--m+ 
C% 
It can also be shown that the Schwarzschild metric implies for radial motion only that 
1 
-i 
dr 2 GM 
2 ( ) ds -C2fm 
is a constant. These different constants of motion might be used to test the theories. 
The above development has a parallel with the motions of a test body with charge Q and 
inertial mass i in the field of a large static body with charge Q at the origin. The components 
of the electric force field E (in Vm-’ or NC-i) are E’ = Q(4n&Or3)-lxi. Comparing this 
with the limit of the above geodesic equation, we obtain get = exp[2Q(47rac2)-‘(q/i)r-‘] 
and gii = - exp[-2Q(4?rs,c2)-1(q/i)r-1]. Also K = -2(Eoc4)-‘(q/i)2. 
The corresponding geodesics depend upon the product of Q and q; thus the paths of a 
positron and an electron (negatron) would differ in a spacetime around a static charge at 
the origin. The constant n: of proportionality between the curvature side and the energy side 
of the field equation depends upon q/i (but not Q). This situation could be accommodated 
by an added dimension, the ratio q/i. 
6. THE ENERGY CONTENT OF STATIC GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS 
For a static mass M, the values of C are Co = GMc-‘r-’ and C’ = 0. It follows that 
energy density u outside the mass is .5GM2rq4 . The total energy stored outside a ball 
of mass M and radius r is, therefore, 2GM2nr-‘. Consider two such balls of constant 
density. At a great distance apart the total stored energy is 4GM2ar-‘. If the total mass 
appears in one ball of the same density (so radius is 2 ‘j3r), the total field energy would be 
2G(2M)2a2-‘/3r-’ = (22/3)4GM2nr-1. The increase (factor = 22/3) reflects the “potential 
energy” released when, considering only gravitational forces, two balls attract each other 
and coalesce to form one ball. Thus, the alternative energy tensor provides a location and 
measure for “potential energy.” 
The value for gravitational field energy u due to the sun’s mass at the earth’s distance 
from the sun is about 2.635 Jmo3. The value of u due to the earth’s mass at the earth’s 
surface is about 7.1Ell JmS3. 
7. THE SELF-ACCELERATION PROBLEM 
In [5] use was made of nonrelativistic approximations 4 and A for a charge in one- 
dimensional motion. This led to an approximate equation of motion 
[{ &}a-+ (%> E-1 - [{ &q}u-+qE*j +,t”,,P,,, =O. 
power out power in 
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Thus, b/q1 = $ IWI I a is a constant for any nonrelativistic charged ball in the absence of 
all force fields other than E. 
A line of reasoning completely analogous to that in [5] leads to a new specification of grav- 
itational radiation. The foundation of this new theory is the Lorentz four-vector (c-l@, c). 
Just as in [5], th ese potentials lead to an equation of motion of a spherical shell with gravi- 
tational rest mass mo and inertial energy rest mass i in a uniform gravitational force field F 
(in Nkg-‘): 
Thus, the two types of nonrelativistic radiation are completely independent and are deter- 
mined by EW and F.v. This contradicts the puzzling postulate (based ultimately on the 
reasoning of Larmor) that a charged body radiates if and only if it accelerates [9, p. 112, 10, 
p. 1741. Note that if i = (2/3)m then we recover ma = qE and ma = F. 
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